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The turning of the year
Devon (and I hope wherever you are right now)
is looking wonderful;
those warming oranges
reds and golds flaming
away along the hedges
and carpeting the fields
and roads. It’s been accompanied by the hottest days we’ve had
since June, so as yet
we’ve only had the odd
fire lit on the evenings
and I’m sitting comfortably in my office right
now without any heating. So the usual autumnal routines have been
carried out—the pressing of apples for juice
and cider, putting the
rams in with the ewes,
filling the freezers with
duck, lamb, goose,
chicken and more.
This year’s harvest
seems to have been
more than generous to
us and our customers.
We’ve sold more meat
boxes than ever before
and that makes it all

worthwhile.
But you mustn’t think
it’s been all work and
no play. No, we’ve
been to Cumbria and
walked for miles, eaten
like kings and visited
new friends. We’ve
seen extraordinary
farms, perched so high
you absolutely know
you are at the top of
the world. We had an
amazing time at Wasdale Head show, where

we saw some of the
most glorious Herdwick
sheep. And we revisited Grizedale Forest
circumnavigating its ten
miles and managing,
with some puff, the
upsy bits and the
downsy bits with
aplomb and sweat.

fun day—a day where
we get off the farm,
go walking on the
moors or by the
coast, with the dogs
whenever we can,
and enjoy more of the
exceptional loveliness
of the county we are
lucky enough to live
And we’ve made a reso- in.
lution. The world can
The years turn too
be all too short of fun,
fast not to make the
so we are instigating
most of them.
our very own monthly
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Herdwicks in their homeland
You know we’ve started our own little
flock of Herdwicks, and so taken with
them are we, that we decided to plan
our holiday around the most spectacular location for showing Herdwicks, at Wasdale Head. And my oh
my, the day didn’t disappoint. You
might think hearing someone commentate on sheep for a full day with
only a break for lunch might be rather
dull... but no. The most lively, informed story of the sheep and their
care emerged, all rooted firmly to
their Cumbrian homeland and the appreciation of its particularities. Half
of the shepherds had walked their
sheep to the show across the fells as it
takes less time than loading them
onto trailers and carting them round
by road. We didn’t stay for the wrestling, but we saw dogs of every description, fell running, paragliding, and
lots of friendly shepherds. We will
definitely be going back.

Bespoke fun
We seem to be doing more
and more bespoke courses,
and our cob oven building
one seems to be particularly
popular. Andrew’s been
building them with community groups, schools and others hither and yon in Devon
and Cornwall. He comes
home clarted with mud and
smiles. Here he is with the
group at Permanently Brilliant Forest Garden in Hayle,
Cornwall, who used serious
granite rocks for the plinth.
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Devon Rubies in the Scilly Isles
You know when an email arrives
and you read it and then can’t
stay in your seat, and instead run
around like a loon grinning from
ear to ear and possibly even
punching the air? I had one of
those glorious moments when the
Isles of Scilly Wildlife Trust asked
if I’d come over to St Mary’s and
do some training with their five
rangers and... their Devon Ruby
cows! Does that sound like something Debbie would like? Too
right.
I flew in the smallest plane I’d
ever been in—a 15 seater tiddly
thing that had me reading my
book vigorously, ignoring the fact
that I was hurtling through the air
in something not much bigger
than a can of hairspray. But as we
plummeted down and found our-

selves on the island I just
got more excited. I spent
the first day walking along
the coast and across farmland, in readiness for a couple of days with trust staff.

I had just the best time and hope
to go back. The cows and the staff
were both fabulous and fingers
crossed the contacts I’ve made on
their behalf since my return will
also bear fruit. What a special
place.

Poilly wows the judges
Well, we may not have won a rosette on our first entry, but when
the two judges from the Devon
Cattle breeders society came to
visit as part of the society herd
competition, young South Yeo
Poilly created a bit of excitement—the nicest Tilbrook Sunset
sired heifer they’d ever seen,
“really first class”. So, to show you
what they liked, here’s wee Poilly,
as lovely as they come and definitely a keeper for our future
breeding. Over the page is young
Plonk, born to Noilly, older sister
of Poilly; Plonk’s our first calf born
to a home bred heifer.

Poilly posing
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Countryside Stewardship
It hardly seems possible, but
we are nearing the end of our
10-year Higher Level Stewardship (HLS) agreement with
Natural England and have just
received confirmation that
our application for the Higher
Tier Countryside Stewardship
scheme which replaces it has
been successful.

The new agreement runs for
just five years but involves an
ambitious program of improvements which will see 15 acres
of grassland enhanced by the
addition of a range of plant
and flower species. This will
be achieved partly by spreading freshly-cut grass from a local wildflower-rich field late in
the year so the plants have set
HLS allowed us to transform
seed, and partly by oversowmany areas of the farm: the
dilapidated cob barn has been ing with a species-rich native
saved from collapse and lov- seed mix. More fencing will be
erected on the lower fields,
ingly restored, stone-faced
banks have been rebuilt, our cattle drinkers and feed areas
installed on areas of hard
traditional orchard has been
restored and literally miles of standing so our indigenous Red
Ruby cattle will be able to
Devon hedges and earth
carry out their work of conserbanks have been reinstated.
vation grazing.
Stock fencing has been
erected to protect the newly- The few remaining overgrown
laid hedges from nibbling
hedges will receive the attensheep, with proper working
tion they need and fenced, and
there will also be a major atgates between our many
small fields.
tack on the scrub surrounding

our small area of Culm Grassland to
increase it to over an acre. This will
extend the habitat for dormice, voles,
tawny and barn owls, wonderful butterflies and more, and give our wonderful orchids and wildflowers that
grow there a chance to increase significantly. This patch of land is used
every year by the local red deer to
give birth to their fawns, so perhaps
we’ll see more of them too.

Wishing you all
a very
Merry Christmas &
a Happy New Year

